Radio Trainee – Content Maker






Be a part of Australia's independent national broadcaster
Salary up to $54,000 + choice of 15.4% super
Darwin location
12 months contract
Working in isolated locations attracts allowances above the base salary rate

Working at the ABC
The ABC is the nation's most trusted and independent source of Australian conversations, culture, and stories. With over 4,000
employees from diverse backgrounds, located across over 50 locations around Australia and overseas, we are proud to create,
curate and deliver high-quality programming that informs, educates and entertains Australian communities.
The ABC's a great place to work; we provide various opportunities for Indigenous staff, including attending the national
Indigenous staff conference, activities during NAIDOC week, regular networking events and mentoring support.
You'll have a friendly and supportive environment to learn and grow in, with a vibrant, dynamic and cohesive team and a
manager who will help you with any questions and give you regular opportunities to talk about your progress. You'll also have
access to a network of Indigenous staff and support from the ABC's Indigenous Employment Manager.
About the Role
We are looking for a Radio Trainee - Content Maker to get fully involved in a large range of content making roles at the ABC,
gaining fantastic experience creating broadcast, digital, social media and mobile content to attract and build audience.





Suggesting, researching and creating compelling local radio and digital content
Pre-recording interviews / voice reports, taking and editing photos / videos and uploading digital and social media
content
Developing program production, recording and editing skills
Enhancing competence using electronic studio and field recording, replay and editing equipment

About You
You will be an enthusiastic and self-motivated person who can bring a perspective of culturally diverse communities and
contribute to stories and conversations that reflect the broader Australian diversity landscape.





Knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander cultures
Ability to engage with diverse communities and understand issues that affect the local audience
An interest in broadcast, digital and social media technology with experience publishing on social media alongside
using it as a research tool
Sound editorial skills with the ability to source and analyse information

For an overview of the role, please refer to the position description:

P446661 Radio Trainee - Content Maker PD DRW.pdf

For further information contact Cherie Beach on 88-3242 or (08) 8943 3242.
Recruitment Agency applications will not be accepted
Applications must be submitted via the online portal HERE | Applications Close: 8th May 2017

